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ag^ - Averac^e axial strain in soecimeri obtained from
strain frau^es, micro inches/inch.
8(5 - Average circumferential strain in soecimen ob-
tained from strain gauge r,, micro inches/inch.
®max ~ Averacre maximum strain in the soecimen obtained
from strain fraupres, micro inches/inches.
®mln " Average minimum strain in the specimen obtained
from strain gaucres, micro inches/inch.
e - Lateral strain in the calibration bar, - vE -
micro inches/inch,
E^ - Average axial strain in soecimen obtained from
^ strain gauges and corrected f ^r lateral sensi-
tivity, micro inches/inch.
Eq - Average circumferential strain in soecimen ob-
tained from strain gauges and corrected for
lateral sensitivity, micro inches/inch,
^ax " Average maximum strain in specimen corrected for
lateral sensitivity, micro inches/inch,
^In • A.verage minimum strain in specimen corrected for
lateral sensitivity, micro inches/inch.
E - Average longitudinal strain determined from sev-
eral calibration bars, micro inchee/inch*
EjQ - Young's Modulus,
t - Time of loading specimen, seconds.
T(j[ - Temperature of coatinr. surface during test, deg, F.
S# - i\'umber of particular grade of Stresscoat used,
D - Deviation or E - Emax* niicro inches/inch,
%D - 'Percent deviation or (100) (E - Emax)/ (%ax)» ^»
,^Dg - Percent stress deviation, ( St,ar ~ ^msix) (1^0)/Smax«
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Smax " Maximum stress In the apeclmen, osl,
Smin " I'inlmum stress in the soeclmen, osl»
Sbar " Stress indicated by calibration bar, psl,
V - Poi88on*8 ratio*.
Vq - ?oisson*s ratio of steel on which strain o:auges
were calibrated, .285«





It was found tha* more strain was required to produce
a crack oattern under tensile load than wao indicated by
the calibration bar. The opposite effect was observed
when the specimen was subjected to internal pressure. The
presence of crazlncr decreased the sensitivity of Stresscoat.
The presence of a strain crack pattern in one direction has
a yet unexplained effect on the sensitivity of Stresscoat
to failure In a perpendicular direction.
Object
The purpose of this investigation was to exosmd I'rie
limited knowledifye of the behavior of Stresscoat when sub-
jected to a biaxial stress condition different from that
stress condition existing in tne calibration bar and to cor-
relate the information obtained in such a manner that more
precise quantitative determinations are possible. For the
benefit of future exoerimenters in this field an attemot
was made to analyze any peculiarities in the behavior of the
Stresscoat which were observed.
Procedure
The actual strain on the surface of a hollow cylindri-
cal test soeclmen was determined with strain gauc^es when
the surface of the vessel was subjected to different combin-
ations of two-dimensional strain. These combinations of
strain were produced by applying? axial loading and internal
pressure to the specimen. The stralna causins' a crack
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SUMMARY
pattern In the Stresp-oat apolied to the test specimen in
the vicinity of the strain gauges were coriipared with the
strains indicated by the calibration bars.
Conclusion
The deviation between actual strain and the strain
indicated by the Stresscoat may vary from zero to thirty
percent deoending upon the ratio of minimuiii strain to the
maximum strain in the specimen. V,hen strain, indicated by
Stresscoat, is used to calculate stress the deviation be-
tween actual stress and calculated stress is reduced to a
maximum value o'' approximately fifteen percent.
Re commendat ion
a
Further investigation of the behavior of Stresscoat
should be conducted under controlled atmosohsric conditions.
ADoaratus should be desi-ned by which axial load and inter-
nal pressure may be aoolied uniformly and simultaneously to
the soecimen, to facilitate handlin<? the creep characteristic
of Stresscoat at all values of Sniin/'^ax* Evaluation of
Polsson's ratio and the modulus oi elasticity of i3tresecoat,
combined with trie values of strain for various values of
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INTRODUCTION
Streseeoat Is the latest widely known development In
the fl0l(^ of brittle coatla/Ers used for stress-straln analy-
sis of the comoonent parts o structures, Vhen a base mat-
erial Is subjected to a progressively Increasing stress,
the distortion in the base material will eventually cause
any brittle coatlnip adhering to Its surface to fall by
cracking. In most coats these cracks occur in a direction
perpendicular to the direction of the principal stress. If
the base material 1b subjected to such large streirses that
its yield oolnt le exceeded and very large amounts of dis-
tortion occur, the brittle coating will flake or spawl off.
One of the early observed instances of this phenomenon was
the cracklnsr or flakln<y off of mill scale on structural
members undl^r load, Tne places in the structure where this
breakdown of seal© first occurred were points of weakness
or stress concentration, 'tarly Inveatlgstore also noticed
that tne presence of a coat ot whlte-waah on structural
embers Increased the ease with which a failure in the mill
scale could be observed. Cracking and soawllng of bltumas-
tic enamel used on shipboard was another early example of
thl8 pnenomenon. Attempts to utilize these observations for
quantitative measurements were unsuccessful.
The search for a brittle coating which would be capable
of dependable quantitative, as well -s qualitative, interpre-
tation continued in the United States and olhar countries
(princioally Great Britain and ermany), £any substances
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such as sup-ar, sulphur, plaster of Paris, and various resins
were tried. The late Professor A. V. De Forest of ttssachu-
setts Institute of Technology did c nsiderable prelinlnary
work which contributed to the final development of the pre-
sent day StresBcoat. He tried various methods of coating
aooll cation as well as types of matsrlal for the coating
itself. The methods of application investigated were:
a. Covering the surface with powdered material which
was subsequently heated until it melted to form
a continuous coat.
b. Brushing, diopinc^, or spraying the molten coating
on the base material,
c. Brushin?^, dipping, or soraying the coating, dis-
solved in a solvent which evaporates as the coating
assumes its brittle condition,
Mr. Greer Ellis (8) in 1937 determined the composition
of a brittle lacquer having those characteristics v^nich made
it ideal for qualitative and quantitative strain Indicating.
The desirable characterlsts are;
a. Ability to fall by cracking due to strains within
the elastic range of most engineering materials,
b. Crack sensitivity fairly independent of coat
thickness.
c. Ability to dry to brittleness, within a reason-
able length or time and at normal temperatures,
d. A'jpearance of cracks should be easily discern-
ible.
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This brittle lacquer la currently known, commercially, as
Stresscoat. It is manufactured and distributed by the
Magnaflux Corporation, It is excellent tor qualitative ex-
perimentation and the manufacturer clalmB that quantitative
results obtained from tests conducted under controlled load-
ing and atmosDheric conditions are accurate v^ithin about lOy^^
A calibration bar is employed to interpret the results
obtained when using Stresscoat. The bar is secured at one
end only in a jig so that it approximates a cantilever beam.
The specimen under investisration and tne calibration bar are
sprayed and dried under identical conditions. After drying,
the specimen is stressed and the free end of the calibration
bar is depressed a known amount in the jig. This produces
a knovm stress and strain in the bar varying from zero at
the free end to a maximum value at the fixed end. Cracks
appear in the Stresscoat over that portion of the bar in
which the strain exceeds the value which will cause failure
in t'ae particular coating involved. Current practice is to
assume that the strain under the last crack toward the free
end of the bar is the same strain which exists under the
first crack to appear in the stresscoat on the specimen.
The validity of this assumption is open to question because
the calibration bar is subjected to uniaxial stress with a
constant ratio between the principal strains produced; while
a material under investigation may be subjected to any of an
unlimited number of biaxial stress conditions, each causing
a particular combination of two or three dimensional strains.
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Only a limited aunount of work investl/:'atlnp the behav-
ior of Stresscoa under biaxial stress has been done and
very little has been published, Srlc Olsen (11) In 19^1
Investigated the accuracy of quantitative iitresscoat deter-
minations when the specimen was subjected to a two-dimensional
strain condition different from that exist inp- In the cali-
bration bar for a few soeclflc two-dimensional strain con-
ditions. It is the aim of this report to further develop
the Investlnratlon In this field by conducting enough con-
secutive tests In each of a fev/ particular conditions of two-
dimensional strain so that some knowledge of the magnitude
of the deviation between the calibration bar Indicated
strain and the actual strain In the specimen may be learned.
During the course of the exoerlments various peculiar-
ities of the general behavior of Stresscoat were observed.
Although this information was secondary to tae orl'^inal
puroose of the Invest ligation It has been recorded and dis-
cussed because It was felt that it may be ol value to those
who will continue with further work In this field.
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The first step In the Investlpratlon was to select a
test SDecimen in which at least two different conditions
of biaxial i^tress could be set up. The specimen used was
a thin walled tube of low carbon steel which was made into
a pressure vessel by welding forged plugs into each end.
The outboard ends of these plugs were machined to fit a
self centering attachment on the tensile testing machine
used. The end plugs were drilled and taooed to receive
high oressure copper tube and fittings for applying the
Internal oressure to the test soecimen. Four SR-4 electric
strain gauges were affixed at equal Intervals around the out-
side of the tube far enough from the ends to eliminate end
effects. Two of these strain gauges were circumferential
and two were axial. The gauges In the same direction were
placed on opposite sides of the specimen. The dimensions
and composition of the sr>ecimen were chosen to give strains
apnlicable to Stresscoat invest illation, within the elastic
limits of the material and the caoacity of the loading
devices.
The second step was the mastery of Stresscoat and
strain gauge technique. About six weeks were consumed before
it was felt that enough oroficiency had been gained in ao-
plyinpr Stresscoat, controllincr conditions during the drying
and testine^, and observing the firs: cracks to produce re-
liable data, Durincr the early oart of this educational
period, an attempt was made to learn by experience, but the
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detailed Instructions published by the manufacturer (16)
were carefully studied prior to taking the data incorporated
in this report. Such a course was considered to be most
conducive .to observing as many of the characteristics of
Stresscoat as possible. The Stresscoat was applied in a
special spray booth in the basement of the Institute and
the drying took place in the DeForest Memorial btress Lab-
oratory. The pressure runs were also made in the Stress
Laboratory, but the tensile runs were mauie in the Material
Testing Laboratory of the Institute.
Anticipation of atmosoheric conditions, which would
exist twelve to twenty-four hours after the application of
the coat, was required in choosing tae proper grade of
lacquer. The grade chosen should fail at a practical value
of strain, but should not be so sensitive as to craze during
the drying period. The choice was made with the aid of a
chart provided by the manufacturer. Difficulty was encoun-
tered in obtaining- sufficient sensitivity for the tensile
runs without the occurrence of crazing due to the large and
raoid fluctuation of the temperature in the Institute during
the nifht. This problem was defeated by covering the speci-
men and calibration bars with a large cardboard enclosure
during the drying period. A lighted electric bulb inside
txhis enclosure served to keen the coatings at a sufficiently
high temperature to prevent crazing. Several times it v/as
necessary to artificially cool the coatings in order to ob-
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and the calibration bars were maintained at the same con-
stant temoerature during each test.
Although an attempt was made to load the specimen in
as short a time as possible, the time of loadin^^ varied from
thirty seconds to three minutes. The creen of the coating
during a finite loading time was an additional Important
variable. As the time of loading increases the sensitivity
of the coat decreases. If the time of loading is long
enousrh, formation of the crack pattern may never occur.
This creep phenomenon must be considered if the correct
interpretation of the test results is to be obtained. This
is accomplished either by loading the calibration bars
gradually In the same period of time as the specimen was
loaded or by loading the calibration bars In one second and
then applying a creep correction factor. This correction
is made by utilizing the creep correction charts furnished
by the manufacturer. Six calibration bars were used for
each run and three were loaded in each of the ways described
above.
The pressure runs were made with the specimen freely
supported by the ends in a wooden cradle. The hydraulic
pump, used to supply the water pressure internally to the
speci^ren, was of the jack type. It was equipped with a
pressure rauge which allowed a rough estimate of the intern-
al pressure, and also permitted us to control the rate of
load application. The tensile or axial loading- runs were
made by pulling the specimen in a conventional tensile
11
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testlnpr machine. The prer.sure p:auge and the beam balance
reading's v;ere not essential to the data as the strain gauges
orovided the actual strains on the surface of the soecimen.
It was necessary to correct for lateral sensitivity of the
SR-4 strain gaupres.
A total of twenty-seven runs were made on the test
specimen, but the data of runs seventeen through twenty-
seven was considered to be that which represented the best
technique, and consequently only these eleven runs were
used.
It was considered of Interest to investigate the effect
of the presence of severe crazing on the behavior of the
Stresscoat, An experiment was attempted using six cali-
bration bars, three of which were artificially crazed by
exposure to a low temperature for a short period of time,
while the other three were maintained with a clear coat.
The bending test was applied to these bars after all six
of them had returned to tha Garce temoerature and had re-
mained at that temperature for about one-half of an nour.
Time loading of these bars was used because the progress of
the cracks could be followed on the crazed bars with more
ease and accuracy than v^ould be the case if a one second
load were applied.
After each tensile crack pattern had been formed on
the specimen, and an Interval of time exceeding twice the
time during v/hich the loa'^ was aoplied and held iiad elapsed,
the specimen was subjected to a pressure run. The results
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of thepe runs Indicated the desirability of further investi-
gation of the nature of cracklnp' of Stresrcoat in a direction
oerpendicular to cracks alrea<^y produced on the specimen by
a previous test. Therefore, a fifteen inch square of cell-
uloid one-elphth of an Inch thick was coated with Stresscoat.
After dryincr, this flat plate was secured by one ed^e in a
cantilever fashion and th'? opposite edge was deoressed a
certain distance in a given lencrth of time. After allowing
time for the creep recovery of the Stresscoat, the plate
was turned ninety defrreas and the identical experiment was
repeated. The nature of the total crack pattern was tnen
observed.
An investigation of the conformance of the calibration
bar to beam theory and Poisson*3 ratio effect was made by
checking the lateral strain at various points along the bar
with SR-4 strain srauges.
The strain gauge readings and axial loai or internal
pressure at the appearance of the first crqck in the coating
on the specimen were recorded. The strain corresponding to
the last crack on the calibration bars was taken as the cal-
ibratinp- strain, A flash light focused perpendicular to the
anticipated direction of the cracks was a necessary aid in
Catching the first crack. The actual strains were compared
with those indicated by the calibration bar. The deviations
of the calibration bar strain from actual strain for the
pressure and tensile runs were compared. For the tests in-
volving the calibration bars alone the results occurring
13
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under different types of treatment v;ere compared. All com*
parlBonB were straiisrht forward and involved no complicated
computations.
For a detailed description of the equipment used see
Aooendix A.
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\\%.a.l r«n«ll« Load Apollad to Cylindrical 5p®clt8«n
K P ^0
man
638 -195 -.325 430 -187 -29.2 70
652 -175 •.268 593 - 57 - 8.8 65
642 -182 -.284 580 - 62 - 9.6 55










Axial '^enslle Loadi /Implied to Cylindrical Specimen
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Internal Preseure Apolled To Cylindrical Specimen


























Internal Pressure Aoolled To Cylindrical Diecimen
Tifter Crack Pattern Ha^ 3een Foraed By Tensile Load.
( Stre 8 8coat On Specimen Wae Crazed )
Run
No.






















Averai^e value; .240 2.7
Table VI
Inveatlcratlon Of Crazingr hM Its Effect On The
























































SuBunary of Biaxial Stress Conditions



































(1) Hi^n perpendicular strains are In the ratio of 4 to 1,
about 105^ leee strain is required to produce a crack
pattern on the soeciaien than was indicated by the cal-
ibration bars* (see T^ble I)
(2) Khen perpendicular strains are in the ratio of 3»4 to
-1, «ibout 16 > more strain wae required to produce a
crack pattern on ttie soeciaaan than was indicated by
the calibration bars. (See Table II)
(3) T^he presence of crazing in the Stresacoat prior to strain-
inp; the coat to failure nas a definite eifect ouner than
that of makinff the crack pattern difficult to observe,
a« Tests with several calibration bars indicate that
the presence of crazin?? decreases the sensitivity
of the coat about 23%. (See Table VI)
b» Actual experiments with the Boecimen indicate that
crazinp- does decrease the seneitivity, however, too
few experiments have been conducted to give an ap-
proximate percentage decrease in sensitivity,
(see Table ITI and Table V)
(4) The presence of strain cracks in one direction prior to
straining the coat to failure in a perpendicular direction
has a definite effect on the sensitivity of the Stresscoat,
a. #ihen perpendicular strains are in a ratio of 4 to 1
and strainlnpr to failure has been previously obtained
H








In t.h« alnor direction, 1: has b^an found that
about 101 Bore strain la ro^ulred to ,^roduoa a
crack patt9m on the specimen than was Indicated
by th© calibration bare, (See Table IV)
hm Hlxperlicents, conducted with a 15 inch square piece
of celluloid loaded as a cantilever beaa. to a
certain deflection In one direction and then to
the same deflection In tl^ aaase length of tloie In
a direction perpendicular to the first test. In*
dloated that a cracJk pattern In one direction aad
llttl-* If any effect on the formation of a crack
pattern at rli^bt anc-les to tne orliciaal pattern*
Of four tests made In this isanner every one in*
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ConcluBlone concerning the overall trends of the be-
havior of Stresscoat are the only ones which can be drawn
from the results which have been presented. The lack, of
facllltlea for controllinp; atmospheric conditions rendered
it Impossible to obtain even two Identical runs. The tem-
perature, humidity and frrade of Stresscoat used were con-
tinuously varying throughout all runs. Therefore, It was
Impossible to compare tne results of runs except for dls-
ceminfr a general picture. Hesults of specific comparison
value can be obtained only by varylnjr a sincrle condition
Influencing the behavior of Stresscoat while other influ-
encing ap-enta are maintained constant. Desirable results
may be obtained either by maklnpr all tests In a room where
the temperature and humidity are controlled or by running
such a lar^e number of tests that the required number of
Ident leal runs occur by coincidence. Lack of facilities
prever-ted uslnpr the former method and lack of time prevented
uslnr the latter.
Although Stresscoat used in the field by an experi-
enced operator may In some cases vTlve accuracy within the
limits required by enp:lneerlng practice, the desiraolllty
of spendlnsT much time on Investicratlon of Its behavior
relative to the various elastic 'heories is questionable
unless more adequate facllltleG for exoerlmentation are made
available.
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The lack of temperature control also caused difficulty
in maintaining equality of temperature between the specimen
and the calibration bars, if the room temperature chang^ed
durinc the test* The difference in mass made the bars change
in temperature much more quickly than the specimen did.
This situation required artificial heating and cooling and
often delayed runs annoyinp-ly. The coatings, esoecially
the more sensitive ones, were very susceptible to even small
changes in temperature, A drop of two degrees in temperature
may change the strain indicated by the lacquer of the order
of one hundred micro inches.
No attempt was made to correlate stress with strain
for any one run. The length of the specimen tended to re-
duce any deviation from pure axial loading during the tensile
runs, but the slight disagreement between diametrically
opposite strain gauges indicated some anerularity of loading
or local discontinuity of wall thickness. k slip'ht dis-
crepancy in strain i^auge readings was also present daring
pressure runs. This disagreement was probably due to the
bending of the specimen in the cradle, as the cracks in the
coatine- appeared first on the bottom of tae specimen, where
the wall was subjected to tensile bending stress in addition
to the stress from internal pressure. These conditions and
some variance in the position of the specimen during the
successive tests account for the occurrence of different
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direction were equal. Consequently, strains, coranuted from
the loadlnpr and soeclmen dimensions, erred from actual strains
obaerv^^d In the specimen by as much as ten percent, Tne
maprnitude of strain was obtained indeoendently by the strain
fraupres. The values of axial load and internal pressure were
used merely as an aid in apolying the load uniformly,
TwO"Dlmenslonal Strain
The results obtained, corr.bined with information deter-
mined by 01 sen (11), p-ive a roup-h overall olcture of how the
maprnitude of the deviation of the calibration bar strain from
the actual strain varies as the ratio of the tv/o-diaensional
strain varies from positive to negative unity. The internal
pressure tests of this report
^min/^max " *^^ ^^^ ^^® Olsen
(11) hollow sphere test ^min/^max - ^•^ indicated that as
the ratio of ^mln/'^ax li^-creases in a positive direction the
amount or strain necessary to causa failure in the coating
on the specimen becomes progressively less than that indicated
by the calibration bars, Olsen* b (11) pure torsion test
^•min/-max " -^.0 indicates that as the ratio of F.jr,xn/^''^ma.x
approaches negative unity the strain necessary to cause
failure In the coating on the specimen becomes progressively
greater than the strain indicated by the calibration bar,
A positive theoretical explanation for the behavior of
Strescoat described above was not attained. However, a
possible explanation has been developed, but it depends on
the f ollowiner two assumptions for validity;
a4
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(1) The stress In ttie coating Is due to the strain
In the base material and has no direct connection with
the load on the sDeclir.en»
{2) Stresrcoat failp in tension aco.ordin^r to the
Maximum Stress Theory.
When
^min/^^&x ^^ positive th" Poisson effect of K^^^^
tends to shorten the coatlnp: in the Emax <iiJ^®ction. iiach
point in the coatlnp: is restrained by the surroundincr lacquer
so a tensile stress is induced in the Sj^q^x direction. There-
fore, less direct tension is reqi.lred to produce failure than
if the tension induced due to Sjnin ^^^ ^^^ exist and the coat«
Ing falls at a strain lower than that indicated by the cali-
bration bar. When
'^iri/^^&:x ^^ negative the Poisson effect
of ^min tends to lengthen the coatincr in the j%ax direction
and a compression stress is indjced in the lacquer in the
Smax direction. For failure to occur in the coat, an auaount
of tension sufricient to overcome the indi^ced compression is
necessary in addition to the normal direct tension required
for coat failure if the induced compression were not present.
Consequently, the coat falls at a hi^^her value of strain
than indicated by the calibration bar. Both 01 sen (11) and
Durelli (14) experienced difficulty in producinp- failure in
the coatinr, due to Poisson^s effect O; ly, in a direction
perpendicular to a compression load. Such behavior of the
lacquer conforms to the above theory.
Calibration
According to theory an element on the surface of a
25
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ooeclmen loaded with axial tension only and an element on
the top of a loaded cantilever beain are both subjected to
the same pattern of two-dimenolorial strain. In the tension
runs th'.? ratio
-min/^ax ^^° equal to Poleson's ratio as ex-
pected; therefore, the d 1 satire erne nt between the actual strain
causlnp' failure and the strain indicated by tiie calibration
bar was puzsllnr-. The actual strain required to cause fail-
ure of the coatlni? on the sooclinen was 9 bout 15/^ ;i?reater
than that indicated by the calibration bar.
A check was made to insure that the calibration bar
conform'^d to beam theory and Polsson*s effect, and t-he re-
sults were positive. Further thought has made apparent a
possible explanation for the disagreeoient described above.
The thickness of the coat on the calibra-,. ion bar is an ap-
preciable fraction of the distance from the newtral axis to
the outer surface of the bar. Consequently, the strain at
the outer surface of the coatinjB* is greater than the actual
strain on the bar surface underneath. Since the -calibration
frame Is graduated in strain on the bar surface and the cracks
initiate on the outer surface of the coat, the strain inlti-
atinpr the cracks is frreater than that indicated by the cali-
bration bar. '^han a specimen is under axial load the strain
throughout the coatlnf? is the same as that on the surface of
the soeclnien. The asnumpiion that the strain in the outer
surface of the bar coating and the strain In the tensile
specimen were approximately the same accounts for the dis-
crepancies observed. In contrast to the case of tne cali-
bration bar, during tensile runs the cracks were observed
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to orlrlnat© on the surface of the ba»e ma-erlal and t.nen
spread outward throuprh the coat.
Olsen's tensile Investigation strongtiiene the theory
presented above. The deviations ho obtained compare favor-
ably In magnitude and sltm with those observed In this ex-
periment. He commented on the Inaccuracy oi calibration
but did not attach any slc'nlf Icance to the fact that In each
of his runs the calibration bar indicated strains less than
those actually present.
The exnerlence of Olsen and the authors sucrgeet that
there Is an Inherent error In strains indicated by the cal-
lbro*ion bar except where the soeclmen is loaded in a con-
dition of bendlnfy similar to that in the bar. This error is
independent of that due to a particular condition of two-
dimensional strain in the specimen,
Qurve 8
In fir'Turee 1 and 2 t\w errors In strain and stress
encountered when uslnr the callbra-.lon bar are olotted as
functions of %jin/^ax ^'^^^ %ln/'%ax» "urine the tensile/ ^
run the two-dimenelonal strain sys ems are tiie same in the
epeclmen and the bar and the only error is the inherent
error due to coat thickness which is always present when
uslni^ the calibration bar, 4s far ati stress is concerned
this error, occurring alone for the condition of uniaxial
street, 1® the maxliBum error ever present, evidently the er-
ror brou<rht In due to the difference In the two-dlraensional
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strain system In the soeclmen and the bar and the Inherent
error tend to be comDensatlnP" and reduce the total error
In stress determination. When strain is the important
conolrleration it is noted that the maximum error occurs at
the extremities of the oossible K^^^y^/Ej^^^ ranfxe. ^or strain
determinations the ^oolnt where one error completely com*
penea^es for the other error occurs where Sgiij^/Sniax ^^^ ^
value of about ^2^» The seriousnesB of these errors defends
on the experimental error probable for the conditions of
the test ani the accuracy required.
Effect of Exl st inp' Cracks on Failure in Another Direction
When pressure runs were made after a tensile crack
pattern aacl been previously obtained the calibration bar in-
dicated less strain than that actually required to cause
failure on the specimen. This occurrence, which is just op-
posite to that observed for initial pressure runs, was not
satisfactorily understood. The circumferential closely
soaced cracks alreaiy oresent eliminate the axial restraint
normally ^resent in an intact coatinP". This condition com-
bined with the possibility of a creeo effect (the technique
claimed to elicnlnate creep by the manufacturer was always
used) are the only apoarent factors which may contribute to
the peculiar behavior of the coating.
An attempt to gain further insight Into this problem
was marie by experimenting with the flat celluloid plate.
The results, indicating that cracks in one direction do not
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Influence cracking in the other nernend Icular direction,
did not increase the understanding of the situation. How-
ever, cracks on the edpes of the crack patterns on the
plate v/ere farther apart, shorter and less well developed
than the cracks which extendc-id over the whole specimen,
Crazlnp:
The runs made snecif ically to investigate the effect
of crazinp, and those ores sure and tensile runs where un-
intentional crazing occurred prior to the run, both indi-
cated that the presence of crazinpt substantially decreases
the sensitivity of the coating as well as making the initial
cracks difficult to see, (As the sensitivity of the coating
increases it fails at a lower value of strain). The error
induced probably varies directly with the intensity of craz-
ing. The more sensitive coats were more susceptible to
crazing. The occurrence of crazing deoended on the minimum
temperature experienced prior to testing and also the rate
of fall of the temperature. Even small changes in tem-
perature caused crazinc if the change was swift enough.
Decreases in temoerature caused stresses in the coating due
to different thermal coefficients of expansion in the Stress-
coat and the material underneath, which are finally relieved
by crazinPT of the coating, 4fter crazinsr has occurred much
of the restraint in the coating? at a Iocd.I point due to the
Dresence of the surroundinrr coating has baen eliminated,
v/hen crazing occurred on bars which already contained a crack
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pqttern intense crazlnp' occurred only on the uncracked
portion and extended only from crack to crack. It la of
Interest to note that crazlnp" decreaoed the sensitivity of
9 coat about 25"^ v;hlle th:^ strain which produced failure in
the oressure rune: following a tensile run was 25.^ greater
than the strain prodlucln^ failure In an initial pressure
run. Temnerature chanpce craze should not be confused with
dryinc^ craze which usually do -s not present a oroblem.
Accuracy
The effect of creep Is pronounced and should not be
underestimated. A slliprht deviation was present between re-
sults obtained by loading the calibration bar in the same
tirse as. the soeclmen, and by uslnP" the creep correction
chart supplied by the manufacturer and loaUnfr the bar In
one second. However, this deviation v/as Inconsistent in
slprn and orobably was due to normal exoerlmental error.
Most of the published material concerning the use of
Stresscoat, exceot the manufacturer's detailed instructions,
underestimate the diff ici^lties whlcn v/iii be encountered in
usinf? Stresacoat when atmospheric con'lltlons are not control*
lable.
A consideration of the accuracy v/itb which a calibra-
tion bar may be read indicates that the maximura error likely
is less thvan 10^. 01 sen (11) found the sarr.e accuracy pos-
sible in reading calibration bars.
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It Is desirable that the ber^avlor of Stresscoat be
Investigated for other condltlonB of biaxial stress In
addition to those covered by this renort. This additional
information would confirm or dlBorove the shape of the curves
of Flexures 1 and 2. An atremot to obtain failure of the
coat at o*^^her ratios of Slniin/^-max ^^® made but the uniform
application of Internal pressure and axial load simultane-
ously, which is required due to the creep cnaracteristlcs
of the coatinfr, was Impossible with the experimental set-up
and the oersonnel available. The production of a:)paratus
to accomplish this should not be difficult. The use of a
small specimen is recommended.
The Poisson's ratio and the modulus of elasticity of
Stresscoat itself are important characteristics, the de-
termination of which will allow further Ineic-ht into the
behavior of Stresscoat, Vsith controlled atmospheric condi-
tions it will be possible to limit a series of runs to one
grade of Stresscoat. If the Poisson's raf, io and tho modu-
lus of elasticity for a particular tirade of Stresscoat are
known, tof^ether with the principal strains existing at
failure over the possible ranr-e of biaxial stress conditions,
the <^.ctual stress In the coatlnp at failure can be determined.
The values of such streeses can be employed to ascertain
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Summation
b The dlscusGlons presented h«ive been based on averages
of several runs. Although the spread of resultc for each
series of similar runs isas quite wide, all tae results for
each Gerl36 of runs were of the same siftn* After consid-
erlner the unfavora':le conditions under which the Investiga-
tions were Tar)e It Is felt that the consistency of the
rasulte obtained, and the favorable comoarison with Olsen's
(11) work, have allowed the authors to oresent a reasonably
accurate overall olcture.
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1. If results of theoretical value are to be obtained
from exDerimentlnicr with Stresscoat the exoeriments
must be conducted in a controlled atmosphere,
2. The presence of biaxial 8trer:ses in a soecimen under
investigation and the consequent difference between
the two-dlaiensional strain s^steics in the specimen and
the calibration bar cause the strain indicated by the
calibration bar to err from that strain causincr failure
in the Stresscoat on the soecimen. The mafrnitude and
direction of this deviation varies, as the ratio of min-
imum to maximum strain in the specimen changes from the
corresponding ratio In the calibration bar.
3. '^ihen the soecimen under investigation is loaded in a
different manner than the calibration bar the strain
indicated by the calibration bar ir, in error.
4. For stress determinations the two errors above are
compensatinp and the total error ie a maximum when the
inherent calibration bar error is the only one present.
5. For strain determinations the maximum positive and
negative errors occur at, the extremities of the Sniin/'^max
eTT
^^"^
^min/^max ^^^F^^* Somewhere within the extremities
there is a point of no error.
6. Crazinr affects the sensitivity of Stresscoat, The
presence of previously obtained crack pattern affects
the sensitivity of the coatin?? to cracking ixi another
direction.
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1. If further Invostigation In the field of atraln In-
dicating brittle laoquer Is undertakent faollitiee
for experimenting under controlled atmoeoherlc con-
ditions should be Bunplled,
2. Further investigation of the behavior of Streascoat
when subjected to biaxial 8ta:*eGB should be made un-
der controlled atoiospheric conditions and for more
ratios of SfjRin/^mBiX*
3. The Poisson's ratio and modulus of elasticity and
then the theory of failure of Stresecoat should be
detez*mlned«
4. ^n investigation of the causes and affects of craaing
on the behavior of Stressooat should be oiade.
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The body of tha ^#«im«n ««« a drairn ft«arX«aa tuba,
Tba 9tft0i^e iiiftaatar «a« 4| Ineh^e and tl:ia wall thickness
was #1^ lacj|»<ra, fiaa ttatarial c:>nforrrj®d ulth l^avy 5pa^l*
lloatlon ii-*4-T»X3, c:at« 1^. 1077, 44-T-5^50-10 rtia
e^vpoftltlon vas •l?^'^ carbc>n, .70:1 i^aiifatia*** ,04t Phoa-
phorouft, and .OAf 5ulpl3ur« ?he yield point was 3!>tQ00
psl and ti30 ultimata strength nae 60,000 p«l« ras length
of the body waa 30 Inchee.
'?he enda ware ssachlaed froift rou^i^* steal f:>rgini^»,
Tha lnn«r aittrag?itisfs ot Ui» ends mara macMrvad to lit
anticly Into t'rm tuba for a ^tstanee af tw^rs InahBii, Ttia
otttep «xtraiKltl£'» vara turn^^d do^u to two ia-iiis© In dla-»
•atar aiid than drilled and taop^d with a XJ Incb^ 7
threads -^^r Ineh tap. The and plaoaa were sa inured to the
iHX^y by both fillet and pluff welds.
Eaoh ^M of the apeolmeiii was fitted with a 6^000
pel valve, 0:iia €«d w-m oonneeted to the pvm^ through a
portable seetion of hlirh presewre aop^er tul>li4JS' by la^ana
of two heaTy duty unions.
the SR«4 strain ^tudaa were shaded aaslstanoa ^lire









Division, Baldwin Locosnotlve Vorke, The eoeclflc type
jiaure used was an A-3, 13/16 Inch o^au^ire len/?rth, 120 onm,
and with a raure factor of 2,03, The strain readings
were obtained by the uee of an SH-4 -train Oau^e Indicator,
also manufactured by Baldwin,
Testing? B/^achine
The tensile loadlnp" machine that was used was a
Rlehle Tensile Testing Machine, Mo, 214, having a maxi-
Bum load capacity of 100,000 lbs. It was located in the
Material Test Laboratory, a/aesachucetts Institute of
Technolofry,
Hydraulic i^ump
The ptunp used was a 10,000 lb, ea^acity h^vdraulic
pvwp, a type soffi«f?tlr?je8 used as a jack.
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Correotlon for Lateral Senaltivlty of SR»4 strain Ckiaffa
Tha correctlom for lateral sensitivity were made aa out-
lined In reference (15)» 3H-A strain guares are calibrated
for uniaxial stress along the axis, on ateel having a Polsson*
ratio, V, of .285« In any case Involving two guages at right
angles, if the conditions of strain under which the guages
were calibrated are given, it is possible to find the true
strains by the two simultaneous equations
i
(1-K»)
Khere aynbola have meanlngc shown by Table of Symbols.
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QV Oallbrmtion bar loaded In 225 ««eoad».
ror ealiferation bar Xoad#a in 1 »«ooiia mid emm> eorT««t«A*
Tyt^ioaX fenaiXa mm (flo, S^) t« TO s^eimdi
Jfor ©ailbratloa bar loadM la 70 a«e®i3aa.«
E «45<3 e- ^«c ' 45-0- C51 » -1^)1
40
e^ ^ ae6 - oop =33-3
P8P =: <c\( 000/ -^ o^P -h 000O-* 3
^n
fkr^w"^' 9
For th« tiAlibr&tl^n hmr oa»#»
flu* effilouXfttioa« far i)Mi om»»fi of pur« ior«ldn» siiiASl l.#aift«
mM th# »oh<ir* yfidl«r int«nfial -i^rossur* ar» eisilar t^ tho0«
^X














Tine of L&mAtng ^pme%m«n
Speclffien Tei^. at tlflMi of coat failure: TO.5® *'














































Calibration Bar S»o. 12 3 4 5 6
Strain, &icro Inchea 780 750 920 920 780 860
Time of Loadlnir Bar, aeca. 1 1 225 225 1 225
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TliB# of Loadifig specinwn
Specimen T«ttp« at tl»« of coat failure ; 69® F
strain (:iag» ^aaicro Incua^]
,teB.^*9ft'^<?n IftH
6 Dae 19^? 7 Dec 1947
1100 1000
50^ r 52® F


























Cmllbration 3ar Ko, 12 3 4 5 6
Strain, Hero Inch©© 680 950 TOO 905 1010 800
Tl»« of Loadlnp^ l^r, iSace. 1 120 1 120 120 1
Bar r«iip©ratvir«, dairraaa F 69 69 69 69 69 69
Remarks:
It w%« naceeaary to coal bare an4 spaclffian to obtain
aanaltlvlty of practical value« k marked variation of aen-
sltlvlty with a a^all taiBperature ohanra in bare «aa noted,
Ono bar »v>ontan«ou8ly erased at 64^ f, Thie bar when bent
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A4k
t*«^ n9 iBR^lcaHon lUfl
Data 8 1>ao 1947 9 Dae 1947
Tl»« 1300 900
^•t Bulb 540 F 540 F
Dry Bulb 740 F 73.5*^ F
#str«fi8coat Usad #1306 #1206
#Stra80coat Callad For #1204
Tlsa of Loadlnpr speolnian 40 sac*








390 310 920 280
#8 raf 4 #S ^7
1200 530 785 4» 700
m 4^4 m rr
Calibration Bar ^o. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Strain, ilcro Ineiiaa 550 450 440 490 490 440
tijsm of Loading Bar* ^CB» 1 I 1 40 40 i










Time of i.osdiag Sp«eitt#a


































Calibration 1234567 6 9 10




In^ '-^nr. Seca , 11150150 150150
Bar Teaiperatiire
^ei^reeg T Jl.5 71.5 71.
5'"^' 71. 5 71.5**ri.5 71.5 71.5 71.5 71.5
!^»arltas
^ Ttiis r%m wa® aiade after the c ~ * ^n nad beea loaded
in tension to the deel^n stre of the speoimen^ but
no elrowaferential craoUe in ^treaecoat were noted.
The C^treeeooat wmB allowed to recover lor a time in
e>rces8 of tvo times the tii»e to load the speeisieni
before the internal pre&eure was applied.
Bar niaiber 3 was a thicker coat than the beet apeoiawin
and Bar number 5 was an exoeedlnfljr thin coat.
k$















IfO^ Y?l itWltfi^lr^iffi I«fll
Dat« XO ^c X9^7 11 0«c 19^7
tliBe X6C0 X300
v^et BuXb 53O y- 32O 1^.
tiry Bulb 7X.5^ r 70.75^ r
#Str«SBeoat Used fxa05 1X205
|^trea«oo&t Called For i%»9
tima of Lor.dlnn ^^aolnan 60 eac




strain '^a^ (flcro Ix^iCiies)
t 3 4
S40 ISO 590 80
m raf #4 #f #7
2XT5* © 440 1090 630 980
m #4 IS #T
Calibration Bar l^o. X 2 3-»A 3-B 4-4 4-3 5
Strain, Micro Inches 900 900 960 810 1010 800 800
Tl®« of LoadliM^ Sar,
^OBm X X 60 1
Bar T«aR0eratura,






Tnin run «aa seiadla after th« apaclffi«n had bean loaded
in tenelon to the aeel«fn strenirth of specliaen but
no craoku wore noted in the streaaooat* ihe itreaa**
cmt was allowed to recover for a tlaie in e>.oe»a of
two tinea the time allowed to load the apeol^en*












p-A /--I*. ?r» C. ' "f ?^^ '' "'r t ••>¥ ?
e.iT e.iT e.x T.OT
ftf ^tr^ ^rf.t irf\f'>,^ ^^fti^is n.-':^ t^ixi t
T4^
T^i^t j'2?| fDDllcatlon llAl
Oat« 11 Dec 1947 12 :.^c 1947
TIM 1600 1300
W9t ^ulb 52^ F 53® F
Dry Bulb 70.5® F 71® F
#Str«BflGO«t Usad nao6 #1206
#air«ftsoo«t Callad For ,^1202
Tloft of Loading 3o«eis6n (A) 45 •oc (a) 75








360 230 640 130
.









(S) 1470 35000 935 660 1270 570
#8 14 r5 #7
Calibration Bar Ko, 34 3B
Strain^ Micro Inchas 730 730
fisa of Loading mr^1 3acGu 1 75
Bar Ta»p«rature, <2e€rre«8 y 71,5 71.5
Lormltudlnal cracis© (very apDaront) a^i>earedl with
p« r 1900 psig. and Fgi r In test k time oi loaUng 45 »ae,
ctrcujsfarantlal craokB a:-);?aar®d with loading, it"* s 1470 pslg.
an^ I' s 35000 lbs, as irvdicata^, Tliea of loaHng 75 sacs,
'^otS tha bare and the ©^©olaiaii w#ra ba.ily crashed, 0oi??@v3r»
tha i^rac^s fros- loac'ln^^ wera raadlly B.:'0%rmn% on the ai^aclasaa,
but ¥9ra al'i.'ost iii.r>oa®lble to s#a on t^ia fears,
* Thi8 run waa mada aftar the Bpedmen &ad b #n loaded in


























T«et i^23 Apptloatloi> Ie^,V
D«t« 12 :ao 1947 13 I>ec 1947
TlM 1300 1000
v»t e^to 53^ F 54® F
»ry 8ulb 710 y TO® r
#StiHi««ooftt Used #1207 il207
l^treescoat Called For .?1202
TiE:e o- i^oadlriF i^9oUmn ik) 70 »eo (_^) 25
T#Bp of Sp«GliM»n at timm of coat failure
t








315/#« rof 1260/^3 680/^5 1150/^6
(A) 36,5ao 970/#8 1050/^3 1300/4^5 970/i6
320/48 270/?4 6SO/f5 140/rr




lA IB 2A 3^ 4a 4s 5 6
870 580 450 450 700 360 520 500iioro inqhea
Tini-o of Loading
mr, t^<?«t :, 117017012525
i^r "emparatyra,
def^rreea F 74.5 70.5 70,5 70.5 70.5 70.5 70.5 70.5
iasarlca s
rsecliRan an^ bars wero haatad to aparoxlttataiy 60**F daring
tha irylnf aerlod and than allonad to aaauma rooia taaiparatura
prior to the taet.
T#at (3) waa i&ada aftar tua oraok pattarn oi part {A) mA
boon obtained. Suffleiant tisie for cr®@ j reeovary or Um coat
vaa allowed batwaan taatis.
4f




















Tim« of Loadini^ SpaeluHiii
























(a) 65 aao (B) 25 sao
coat failed 5 76^F













tSl ! j « rffl irilii imKrain,
ae of Loadinif
ar Taj^^paratura,
daj3fr»a8 F 76 76
1 2A 23 3 * 5 6a» 6b*
490 590 530 600 540 590 690 520
1 65 1 65 1 25 25 1
76 76 76 76 76 76
Hamarkas
Bar 16 waa arMad*
Taat (B) waa sada after the oraok pattern of Part (4) had
l^mn obtained. Sufficient time for creep racov®r|r of tii© coat
waa allowed between teats.
50




























(4) 33 seo (B) 28 ft«a


































1 2A 3 4 54 5B 6A 63
530 580 500 5^0 530 620 540 5^0
1 35 I 35 1 28 1 28
75 75 75 75 75 75
rtemarkst
All of the bars were sllj^htly craxed both from dryln^i? and
from low temperature. It so happened that tbe or&se sarkln^e
were indiecriminate in direction so tHat strain craeks could be
readily seen. There was no orase on ttw specimen*
Test (B) w*?s ffiade after tl^je craok pattern of "art {h) hmd
been obtained, Sufflsi©nt tl»e for oreep recovery of the coat











T«ft f26 Implication %U%
Dat« 17 l>oc 19*7 18 Doc 1947
TiflM 1600 1300
is^t ^uXb 56.5"^^ se^F
tiry 3ulb 7$<^F 74®F
fstreeecoat t'aai #1208 #iao6
Tlm« of LoadlniJP
-c>«ei»tttt (A) 50 a«e (3) 33 boo








370/ir8 1515A3 730/^5 1210/#6
(A) 37.000 1050/#8 1130/f3 l*00/#5 1050/,v^
400/#8 370/if4 770/^5 250/#7
(B) 1600 620/#8 1010/#4 940/#5 890/^7
Calibration Bar Ho. 12 3 4 5 6
Strain, l.lcro Inch@a 500 600 600 585 600 640
Time of Loa^llng 8ar, Sees, 1 50 50 35 35 35
Bar T«ffip©r^ture, ^ojrreas F 76.5 75.5 75.5 75.5 75.5 75.5
H«iiark0t
Bars badly crated • c oeclman had very little oraae.
Teet (B) wa« sade after the craoic pattern or part ik)
had been obtained, sufficient ti»e for cree:> recovery of the














--^rr f t »•
^J.7:c£U i^Ifc*;,
T^Bt y27 ADollcation T»8t
Dat« 18 Dae 19^7 19 Dao 194?
TlB» 1300 1500
W«t Bulb 5B^f 57*'F
i>ry Bulb 74®r 74^F
#Stro««ooat lia«d #1207 #iao7
Tim© of L03/51ng 3pe clJMfi (A) 55 ««c (B) 35 aae








365/18 1320/#3 735/#5 1200/#6
(A) 35,200 1045/#8 1150/1^3 1340/15 1030/#6
380/^8 345/^4 745/#5 225/^7









55 55 55 35 35
















T«»t #28 Amplication 1««J
Date 19 Dec 1947 20 Deo 1947
TIM 1600 ICOO
Mt Bulb 57^ F 36® F
Dry 3ulb 740 F 72,5^F




Tlase of Loadlim Bar
J«£Sj 30
123 4 56789 10
660 620 630 780 S20 850 700 630 620 600
30 30 30 30 30 30 1 1 1
Bar TaRir>erature, d®-
ffrees F ,72,5 72.5 72,5 T2,5 7S,5 72,^^ 72,5 72,5 72.5 72.5
Remarks
:
Bar* ^» f5» #6 w@r® purposely craaQd by exposure to
cool air andi then were allow«^, to return to room
teiR9®rature,
The averar^e i'treescoat thlck'^esa on eacn of ine ten
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A study of the be-
havior of the brittle
lacquer commercially
known as Stresscoat^
when subjected to bi-
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A study of the be-havior of 1-he brittle
lacquer commercially
known as Stresscoat
when subjected to bi-
f^fal stress of a known
'ntensity and config-
uration.

